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portion of the preamble that was added to overcome a rejection was the portion requiring “a

patient with prostate cancer that has progressed during or after treatment with docetaxel,” which

Defendants agree is limiting. In contrast, in Helsinn, relied on by Sanofi, the preamble language

found to be limiting was added to overcome an enablement rejection. See 2015 WL 1817109, at

*8-*9.

Moreover, the statements from the prosecution history relied upon by Sanofi are

referring to “unexpected results”8 that applicants alleged were produced when the claimed

method was carried out (i.e., when cabazitaxel and a corticoid were administered to a prostate

cancer patient), rather than to what the claims actually require. For example, the statement from

the Examiner’s Reasons for Allowance relied on by Sanofi (ECF No. 59 at 14 (citing ECF No.

59-2 at SA_JEV_0004765-66)) that “it is surprising and unexpected that the claimed

combination of cabazitaxel and a corticoid are clinically effective in the treatment of prostate

cancer that has progressed during or after treatment with docetaxel” does not indicate that

“clinical effectiveness” or “treatment of prostate cancer” is a claim limitation. Rather, the

Examiner was accepting applicants’ proffered evidence that the claimed method (i.e., carrying

out the steps required by the body of the claim) was patentable because, in the Examiner’s view,

it allegedly showed “unexpected results”—namely, clinical effectiveness in the treatment of

prostate cancer that has progressed during or after treatment with docetaxel.9 However, that does

8 One way that an applicant can establish that a patent claim is not obvious is by showing that the
claimed subject matter may produce unexpected results in comparison to the closest prior art.
See Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Teva Pharm. USA, Inc., 752 F.3d 967, 977 (Fed. Cir. 2014).
9 Applicants did not compare the claimed subject matter to the closest prior art (the numerous
prior art references describing the TROPIC study) or even disclose that prior art to the Examiner,
and thus the Examiner’s acceptance of applicants’ proffered evidence of unexpected results is
not probative of non-obviousness of the claims.
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not mean that a purportedly “unexpected result” should be converted into an element required by

the claims.10

Indeed, Sanofi’s argument contradicts Federal Circuit law which mandates that while an

“unexpected result” is a benefit that may sometimes result from carrying out claimed subject

matter, that does not render the “unexpected result” a required element of the claims. Purdue

Pharma L.P. v. Endo Pharm. Inc., 438 F.3d 1123, 1136 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (en banc). In Purdue

Pharma, the district court interpreted the asserted claims to require the result of “acceptable pain

control for 90% of patients over a four-fold dosage range” based on applicants’ argument during

prosecution that the claimed subject matter produced this unexpected result. Id. at 1135. The

Federal Circuit reversed this claim interpretation, holding that the claims did not require this

unexpected result. Id. at 1136 (finding that “property of, or a result of administering” did not

function as claim limitation).

Likewise, in McNeil-PPC, Inc. v. Perrigo Co., 443 F. Supp.2d 492, 505 (S.D.N.Y. 2006),

the court refused to import into the claims an unexpected result that applicants relied upon during

prosecution, stating:

It is true that a patent applicant using unexpected results to show non-obviousness must
provide data commensurate in scope with the claims which the evidence is offered to
support. However, that does not mean that courts mechanically import limitations from
the test results into the claims....Moreover, the Federal Circuit has held that claims
allowed based on “surprising results” may be construed more broadly that the results
themselves. ...
The submission of extraordinary results that are narrower in scope than the claims does
not, by itself, impose a limitation on the construction of the claims.

Id. (internal citations omitted).

10 The only subject matter that the Examiner explicitly indicated is required by the claims is a
“combination of cabazitaxel and a corticoid,” which the Examiner did by referring to “the
claimed combination of cabazitaxel and a corticoid.” The Examiner did not refer to being
“clinically effective” or the “treatment of prostate cancer” as “claimed” elements.
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